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is provided as a separate java/html file. b. The value of n represents the number of replicates. Figure S1 . Schematic representation of the computational workflow used to identify and characterize KLIs present in the PDB. (A) The workflow contains three steps. (B) The first step is a motif search in WebFR3D. A secondary structure view of the motif to be queried is shown alongside the search input for WebFR3D. (C) The second step analyzes the raw data from the WebFR3D output and classifies the data to provide a list of the KLIs. For example, the two individual entries related to PDB file 3FO4 provide information about the same KLI because they report the same stem-loop closing base pairs (involving residues in columns 1, 3, 4 and 6), but different base pairs at the kissing-loop interface (involving residues listed in columns 2 and 5).
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(D) The final step involves retrieving additional data for each KLI and listing the results in an HTML/JavaScript table. Each KLI is listed with its index number, the PDB code of the structure in which it was found, the title of the PDB file, the residue numbers of the loop-closing and the interacting nucleotides between the two loops, the identifier(s) of the chain(s) in which these nucleotides were found, the organism and type of molecule involved, the method used for structure determination, the experimental resolution (n.a. = not available), the secondary structure in dot-bracket notation, the number of WC/WC base pairs at the kissing-loop interface, the sizes of the two loops, a hyperlink to a PDB file containing the isolated interaction, and a hyperlink to the pubmed reference. G31 G37 C39 A59 C61 U67 G31 G37 C39 A59 C61 U67 G110 G114 C117 C131 C134 G140 G110 C115 C117 C131 G133 G140 G110 G113 C117 C131 C137 G140 
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2.2 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.1 Figure S5 . Conformational analysis of the substrate variants used in this study. The conformations of (A) the S TAR substrates, (B) the S L88 substrates and (C) the S L22 substrates are analyzed by native gel electrophoresis. For each substrate, two quantities of RNA (1 and 4 µg) were loaded on the gel. The hairpin and duplex controls are respectively the S -1bp and S -2bp substrates characterized in a previous study (3) . 
